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SIMBOX AND INTERNATIONAL VOICE CALL REFILLING FRAUDSTERS BUSTED IN 

COLLABORATIVE EFFORTS – NCA/KELNI GVG/GHANA POLICE 

Accra, 4th December, 2020: The Greater Accra Regional Police Command together with the 

National Communications Authority (NCA) and Kelni GVG on Thursday, 26th November, 2020 

intercepted the operations of an International Voice Call Refilling business, an illegal 

phenomenon similar to SIM-boxing.  

The raid on the site located off Spintex Road in Accra, led to the confiscation of equipment used 

in terminating international calls as local calls. The equipment included routers, switches, 

servers, laptops and monitors amongst others. 

Earlier, the NCA had received a complaint from AirtelTigo that some of their numbers were 

being used to carry out international call refilling fraud and further investigations by the joint 

NCA/Kelni GVG/Ghana Police team confirmed the illegal operations at the said location. This 

led to a search following which the set-up comprising the equipment mentioned earlier was 

discovered and confiscated. An individual suspected to be overseeing the illegal activity has 

since been arrested and will be arraigned before court to assist in investigations. 

A similar illegal operation (SIM Box) at Anloga in the Kumasi Metropolis was uncovered on 7th 

November, 2020 by the Ashanti Regional Police Command together with the representatives 

from the NCA and Kelni GVG.  

One suspect was arrested and SIM Box equipment, mobile phones, laptops, internet routers, 

over 200 used and unused SIM cards and a money transfer receipt suspected to be proceeds 

from the illegal operations were seized. The suspect has since been granted bail. 

In January and February this year, arrests were made at the Premier Towers in Accra and Tema 

Community 11 respectively, following routine SIM Box monitoring by the Anti-fraud Team. 

Similarly, SIM Box equipment and hundreds of SIM cards were confiscated. The suspects have 

been arraigned before the Accra High Court. 
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About NCA 

The National Communications Authority, (NCA), was established by an Act of Parliament, Act 524 in 

December 1996, which has been repealed and replaced by the National Communications Authority 

Act, 2008 (Act 769). The Authority is the statutory body mandated to license and to regulate electronic 

communication activities and services in the country. 
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 Note: 

International Voice Call Refilling is the common term used to describe the manipulation of terminating 

voice calls to reclassify the charging, in order to exploit difference between international and local 

termination rates. It is instructive to note that the effect of Refilling and SIMBOX is similar in the sense 

that, in both cases, an international call terminates to the local mobile network as a local Caller Line 

Identity (CLI). Government and the terminating operator lose revenue since the call is billed as local 

and not international. This act is illegal in Ghana per the Electronic Communications Amendment Act 

2016 (ACT 910). 


